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Uncoupling transport channels, as in the "I" (improved) energy confinement mode, is a key 

goal for reactor-scenario optimization. We seek insight from a new retarding-field energy 

analyzer method, measuring the plasma ion temperature T fluctuations [1], combined with a 

new Langmuir probe method. In TJ-II, T evolves during the transition from the 

electron-root to the ion-root in the Scrape-Off-Layer (SOL) region. As line-averaged 

density n increases above a threshold value, the edge radial-electric-field Er reverses from 

positive to negative values, as predicted by the neoclassical electron-to-ion root transition. 

Results in the SOL show a significant decrease in T, concomitant with reduced edge-SOL 

turbulence spreading controlled by edge Er. A helium-line-ratio technique in TJ-II [3] 

measures n of turbulent coherent structures in the plasma edge using fast two-dimensional 

imaging of n with a few millimeters spatial resolution and exposure times down to 15 

microsec. An upgrade, using a triple-bundle technique, simultaneously 2-D maps n and T 

fluctuations and relative phase. Simultaneous, spatially overlapping, HIBP profiles (from 

plasma core to plasma edge) and Langmuir probe profiles (plasma edge) allow novel 

baffle-probe configurations to be tested, and provide plasma boundary conditions for HIBP 

calibration. The good agreement between HIBP and probe measurements is remarkable.  
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